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1. INTRODUCTION 
Giving intuit ive arguments,  an a t tempt  was made in an earl ier paper  [1] to just i fy the Cont inuum 
Hypothes is  (CH), which asserts as a guess that  2 s° = N1. The purpose of this paper  is to establ ish 
that  these arguments  can be converted into an axiomatic  der ivat ion of CH. We show that  the 
der ivat ion can be made from an axiom that  we cal l  the Axiom of Monotonicity (AM).  Thus, if 
we add AM to Zermelo-Fraenkel  set theory  (ZF),  CH becomes a theorem of ZF. 
2. AX IOM OF MONOTONIC ITY  
Fi rst ,  we develop a notat ion for l ist ing Cantor 's  transf inite cardinals ystemat ica l ly  by defining 
a sequence of b inary  operators  ®k as given below. Note that  m, n, and k can take on only 
card inal  values wi th  the further restr ict ion that  the range of k does not go beyond N0: 
m®°n=m+n,  
m®kn=m® h [m@ h [ . . . [m® hm]]], 
where the number  of ms in the product  is n and h = k - 1. It is easy to see that  
m ®1 n = ran, 
m ®2 n = m n, 
m®3n=m m , 
where the number  of ms t i l t ing forward is n. For brevity, we will wr i te m ®3 n as nrn. Wi th  
these definit ions, we can write [1] the cardinal  N1, in conventional notat ions as 
~1 : {0, 1, 2 , . . .  w , . . .  w2 , . . ,  w2 , . . ,  w~, . . .  ~w . . . .  , . . .  , . . .  } 
= {0 ,1 ,2 , . . .w , . . .w®°w, . . .w  ®lw, . . .w  ®2 w . . . .  w ®3 w, . . . , . . . , . . .} .  
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Taking a clue from here we assert hat in our notation, a shorter epresentation is 
~1 -~ ~0 ®Ro R0" 
Further, we claim that the higher cardinals can be written as 
Ra+l = Ra ®no Ra ' 
and the power sets as 
2 ~ = 2 ®2 Ra. 
In the derivations that follow, we assume that  these notations represent the true meaning of 
Cantor's transfinite cardinals. 
It is easy to see from the definition of m ®k n that it is a monotonically increasing function of 
m, k, and n, when these take finite values. Keeping this in mind and giving due consideration to 
the fact that transfinite cardinals are not as natural as natural numbers, we state the following 
axiom. 
AXIOM OF MONOTONICITY. I f  ml  <_ m2, kl <_ k2, and nl <_ n2, then ml  ®k, 7~ 1 <_ m2 ®k2 n2. 
3. DERIVAT ION 
As a direct consequence of the axiom of monotonicity, we get, for finite m, k > 1, 
2 ~ = 2 @2 R~ _< m @k R~ _< R~ @no Ra = Ra+l.  
Cantor has shown [2] that R~+I _< 2 ~° • Hence, we have the following theorem. 
CONTINUUM THEOREM. m ®k Ra -- Ra-{-1 for finite m, k > 1. 
Putting different values for m and k allows us to make several interesting conclusions. 
CASE 1. Taking m = 2, k = 2, R~ -- R0 gives 
which is the Continuum Hypothesis. 
CASE 2. m ---- 2 and k = 2 gives 
2 ~° = R1, 
2 Ra : Ra+l ,  
which is the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis. 
CASE 3. m ---- 3, k = 2, Ra -- R0 gives 
3 s° --- 3 @2 R0 = N1. 
When this is combined with 2 ~° = 1~1, we get 
2}¢o _,_ 3Ro, 
which we can state as a theorem. 
RADIX THEOREM. The cardinality of the set of numbers in the interval [0, 1] does not change 
when we change the radix from 2 to 3. 
CASE 4. m ---- 2 and k = 3 gives 
R~2 ---- Ra+l ,  
which we may call the Extended Continuum Hypothesis. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
There are two ways to get a larger set from a given set. One way is to add an element o the 
set and consider it as a new set, and the other way is to generate all the subsets of the given set 
and consider it as a set. The first method gives the sequence of sets 
RO @Ro ~0 ---- R1, R1 @Ro R1 = R2, R2 @Ro R2 = R3, . . .  ' 
and the second method gives the sequence of power sets 
2 @2 R0 = 7~1, 2 @2 7~1 = 7~2, 2 @2 7~2 = 7~3,.... 
What  we have done is to show that Ra -- 7~ and that the two methods generate xactly the 
same sequence of cardinal numbers. A consequence of this is that it is not necessary to use a 
binary operator to generate R~+I from Ra: if we define 2@ 2 as the unary operator l-I, we can 
write ~'1'-1 as 1-I ~a" 
For a graphic visualization of the arguments here, see [1]. Note that there is no possibility 
of deriving AM from ZF theory, since neither CH nor its negation creates a contradiction [3,4] 
in ZF. 
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